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Abstract

A brief overview of Forman's discrete Morse theory is presented, from which
analogues of the main results of classical Morse theory can be derived for com-
binatorial Morse functions, these being functions mapping the set of cells of a
CW complex to the real numbers satisfying some combinatorial relations. The
discrete analogue of the strong Morse inequality was proved by Forman for finite
CW complexes using a Witten deformation technique.

This deformation argument is adapted to provide strong Morse inequalities
for infinite CW complexes which have a finite ceilular domain under the free

cellular action of a discrete group. The inequalities derived are analogous of the

-L2 Morse inequalities of Novikov and Shubin ([21]), and the asymptotic .L2 Morse

inequalities of an inexact Morse 1-form as derived by Mathai and Shubin in [1S].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Robin Forman proposed and developed a discrete Morse theory for finite cell
complexes, which is closely analogous to the classical, smooth Morse theory, but
has the benefit of being simple and easy to calculate with. Forman gives a very
readable summary of the theory in [13].

The key difference between discrete Morse theory and the smooth theory is

that it deals with combi,natori,al Morse functi,ons, which are functions from the
set of cells of a CW complex to the real numbers, instead of a smooth function
on a manifold. Analogous to the concept of a critical point is that of a critical
cell of a complex, and one can go on to define analogues of the gradient vector
field and the Morse complex.

Why examine discrete Morse theory? The chief benefit from a practical point
of view is ease of computation. On any finite CW complcx for cxamplc, thcrc arc
at most a finite number of combinatorial Morse functions up to equivalence. The
combinatorial nature of the theory allows the discrete analogues of Morse theory
results to be proven with little or no difficult analysis.

Forman has used the theory to provide a proof of a key element of the s-

cobordism theorem for Pl-manifolds, allowing a completely Morse-theoretical
proof of the result.

Combinatorial Morse theory
Consider a function / from the set of cells of a regular CW complex to the real
numbers. / is a comb'i,natori,al Morse functi,on if for any p-cell o there is at nrosl
one (pf 1)-cell r of which ø is a face for which f ?) 3 /(o), and at most one

(p- l)-cell z which is a face of o for which f @) 3 f (r).
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The requirement that the complex be regular can be waived with only a slight
increase in complexity of the definition, but this will be deferred to later chapters
for the purposes of exposition.

The critical cells of the complex under f are those p-cells o, such that for all
(p - l)-cells z and (p+ 1)-cells r, u a face of ø implies Í(r) < f(o) and ø a face

of rimplies/(") <f?).
Given this definition, one can derive a number of results analogous to those

of classical Morse theory.
Consider the classical result: lf g : M -+ IR is a Morse function on a manifold

and g-1([o,b]) contains no critical points (for a non-empty interval l",,bl) then the
submanifold M(a) : g-t ((--,a]) is a deformation retract of the submanifold
M(b) In the discrete case, with a combinatorial Morse function f , K -l R on

a CW complex X, one can define subcomplexes X(ø) consisting of all the cells

whose image under / is less than or equal to ø, together with all their faces. If
f-'(lo,b]) contains no critical cells, then X(a) is a deformation retract of X(b).

One of the most important parallels is the strong Morse inequality. Recall
that there is a relationship between the Morse numbers rn¡ of a Morse function
on a manifold and the Betti numbers of that manifold b¿, given by

rn* I ffLk-t -''' tmo ) b*'l b*¡ -''' t bo

with equality when k is the dimension of the manifold. An identical relation holds
in the discrete case on a finite cell complex, when m¡, is defined to be the number
of cells of order k thal are critical under the combinatorial Morse function.

This inequality for discrete Morse theory was proved by Forman using both a

geometrical argument, and by the use of the WitLen clefr.¡nn¿lliol Lechnique. I1, is

this deformation technique that is applied in later chapters to derive strong Morse

inequalities for discrete Morse theory on certain classes of infinite CW complex.
Novikov and Shubin wrote a paper [21] where they extended the standard

strong Morse inequalities to an -L2 Morse inequality, which relates the Morse

numbers to L2 Betti numbers: von Neumann dimensions of the homology spaces

of a covering space.

A similar statement can be made in the case where X is an infinite CW
complex which has a finite cellular domain under the free and cellular action of
a group l.

By examining the chain complex of L2 chains over the cells of the CW complex,
one can define lhe L2 Betti numbers bj2) as the von Neumann dimensions of

the homology spaces, and lhe L2 combinatorial Morse numbers ^l') u, the von
Neumann dimensions of the spaces generated by the critical cells in the complex.
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The analogous inequality can be shown to hold when / is a f-invariant com-

binatorial Morse function

*f) + *f), - .'. +rnf) > b? + bt?t- . " + a[zr

with equality when k: dimX:
dimX dimX

I (-t)o-Í') : t (\t'6\z) : x(xlt),
i:0 i:0

where X(Xll) is the Euler characteristic of the quotient complex X ll . This
follows from an adaption of Forman's Witten deformation argument, with some

interesting new technical details that are required in the L2 case.

The situation changes somewhat when instead of requiring / to be f-invariant,
one instead insists only that the associated combinatorial gradient vector field I/¡
commute with the I action. This is directly analogous with Morse 1-forms in
the smooth Morse theory, and the particular inequality obtained corresponds to
a special case of the result obtained by Mathai and Shubin in [18].

In order to apply the Witten deformation technique, one must apply some

further constraints to the combinatorial Morse function: not only must its gradi-
ent vector field commute with the I action, it must also provide a representation
of f into R+ bv ? r+ exp,k, where k.r: f (yo) - /(") is constant for all cells o.

The exponential operator e¿l used in the Witten deformation technique is

not a bounded operator in this case. As a result, instead of relating the Morse

numbers to the L2 Betti numbers of the L2 chain complex, the technique provides

an inequality relating the Morse numbers with the deformed L2 Betti numbers
A?(Ð for t Þ 0. The deformed L2 Betli numbers arc thc L2 Bctti numbcrs of

the chain complex Ct(X), which is identicat to C!2)(X) save for the boundary
operator, which is the normal boundary conjugated with eúl. The inequality
obtained is

*f) +^f),-...+rnf) ,-b?(¿) +ó['z]l(¿) - +a['z)1t¡ ú ) 0,

still with equality when k: dimX:
dimX dimX

D (-r)o-Í') : t ?¡'a?t (l : y(xlt) ¿ > o

i:0 i:0
At this point there are still a number of directions that could be pursued in

extending the results of discrete Morse theory on finite CW complexes to non-
finite cases) and some of these possibilities are tentatively explored in the final
chapter.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.L C\M complexes

The following definitions have been extracted from 122, ch.8) and [a].

Definition 2.L.L. A k-cell i,s the i,mage of a homeomorph'ism from an open ball

of di,mensi,on k.

Definition 2.L.2. A conti,nuous rno,p g : (X, A) -+ (Y, B) (a morphism i,nTop2 )
'is a relati,ue homeomorphi,sm if glr-,a : X - A -+ Y - B i's a homeomorphi,sm.

Definition 2.L.3. Take a Hausdorff space X together wi,th a set K of non-
'intersecti,ng cells in X. Let Kp be the set of p-cells and wri,te y@) : U Ki .

j<p
The pai,r (X,I{) i,s a CW compler i,f

1. X : UXlol (i.e. the cells couer X.)
p

2. For 
"or¡ 

o(n) e Kp , there eri,sts a relatiue homeomorphi,sm Qo , (Dk , tr-t) -+
(x(r-tl ¿ o, x(k-r)).

3. For each o e K, ft{r e Klr ao +Ø) 'i,s finlte ('closure f,ni,te condi,ti'on'.)

I. X has the weak topology determi,ned by the closed seß {a : o e K}.
Cells will usually be denoted by o, r or 4. A bracketed superscript will denote

the dimension of the cell, for exampl. o(r) t.¡srs to a p-cell. The map Õo is called
the characteri,st'ic map of the cell o.

A CW complex grants a partial ordering to its cells: one writes o 1r if o is
a proper face of r, that is o is a subset of the boundary of f .
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2.2 The associated chain complex

Assign to each cell of a CW complex X an orientation. Then one can construct

the free abelian groups over the cells of each order, with -ø corresponding to o
with the reverse orientation. These form a graded abelian group C.(X).

As shown rnl22], these groups are isomorphic to the singular homology groups

C*(X) - ¡rr(Y(*), X(t-t);

and one can malçe Cn(X) into a chain complex by defining a boundary operator

ô¡, : C¡ ) Cn: from the connecting homomorphism d¿ in the long exact sequence

of singular homology and the inclusion i' : (X@-t),Ø) -+ (XQ'-tl, X(*-z)¡'

H*(x{n)1

c n(x) a H n(xln),¡(t-t)¡
õ¡

d¡

Hkl(X(k-r)) H¡-r(X&-t'), Y(x-z)¡ = Ckr(X)

From this boundary operator one can determine the incidence numbers [r(r+t):
o(r)], being the coefficients in the equation

fl¡@+t¡: tlr:olo.
o€Kp

Note that [r : o] is zero if o I r.
The chain complex can be given the structure of an inner product space by

tahing coefficients in IR and taking the p-cells as an orthogonal basis for each

Co. One then has (0r,o):lr:o]. One can also then look at the adjoint of the

boundary operator 0*: (0*o(n),r(n+t)¡ : (o,ôz). This allows the definition of the

co mb i,n at o ri, al L ap I a ci, an

^ ôô* + 0*0a 
: (ô+ô-)2

It is notationally convenient to regard ô as a matrix operator, acting by left
multiplication on chains, considered as elements of a vector space with basis K.
Elements of the matrix will be indicated through the use of subscripts, such that

(ôr, o) : ôo,, : lr : ol

7
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In terms of this notation, one has

ai," : õo,,

Lo,o, : 
)a,"a,o,+t 

ðo,,0o,,,

Different choices of orientation for the CW complex give rise to isomorphic
chain complexes [4].

2.3 Regular faces

It is useful to distinguish between regular and irregular faces; regular faces enjoy

some properties that are crucial to the definition later of a discrete Morse function.
Forman [12] makes the following definition:

Definition 2.3.1. A face 6@-r) <-7(n) 'is regular i,f

1. Q;t(o) i,s a closed (p - 7)-ball, and

2. Q,lo;'1o¡ i,s a homeomorphi,sm.

where Q" 'i,s the characteri,sti,c map for r

If all the faces in a CW complex are regular, it is termed a regular CW
complex. In this case all the characteristic maps are homeomorphisms.

Two propcrtics of regular faces are of particular utility:

Lemma 2.3.2. If o@ i,s a regular face of r(n+t) , then lr: ol : a1.

Lemma 2.3.3. [,s¡ v@-r) I 6@) 1 7(a+t¡ with o a regular face of r and u a

regular face of o. Thenthere eri,sts a cell 6@ 7 o suchthat u <õ <r.

This second property is Theorem 1.2 of [11].
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Chapter 3

Discrete Morse theory

In [11] and [12], Forman develops a combinatorial analogue of Morse theory for
CW complexes. The concept of a Morse function is replaced by a discrete (or

'combinatorial') Morse function, which assigns a real number to each cell of the
complex and satisfies some combinatorial conditions. Results are obtained for
these functions which correspond to the fundamental theorems of Morse theory.

This chapter presents a brief summary of the elementary part of Forman's
development of discrete Morse theory, so that it might subsequently be extended
to an -L2 version.

3.1 The discrete Morse function
The fundamental definition of the theory is that of a discrete or combinatorial
Morse function.

Definition 3.1.1. ,4 discrete Morse function on a CW compler X wi,th set of
cells K 'is a map f , K -+R sati,sfying

1. o(n) an ,irregular face of 7(n+r) + f (") < f î) ,

2. for each cell o@), there'is at most one r(p+7) ) o such that f (r) < f @),
and, at most one y@-r) such that f @) 2 f @).

The concept of a critical cell corresponds to that of a critical point in Morse

theory.

Definition 3.L.2. A cell o@) ¡s critical for a di,screte Morse functi,on f i,f

f (r) < f @) < f (") Yr@-t) 1o .-7(n+t¡

I



A critical p-cell is also termed a cri,ti,cal cell of i,nder p.

An elementary result proved in [11] follows directly from the definition.

Lemma 3.1.3. Let f be a d,i,screte Morse functzon. Then for each cell o@) ¿¡¿v¿

i,s at most one cell v@-r) or r@+t) such that f î) 3 f (o) or f @) 2 f @).

This essentially shows that at most one cell can prevent a cell from being

critical.

3.2 Examples of discrete Morse functions

Before investigating further the properties of these functions, it would be reas-

suring to know that some exist.
F or every CW complex there is at least one trivial discrete Morse function

Í t o(p) r+ p, for which every cell is critical. Such a map is an example of a

s elf-i,nderi,ng discrete Morse function.

Definition 3.2.t. A di,screte Morse functt,on f on a CW compler X wi,th cells

K zs self-indexing i/

-1. 0 < f@) fdimX Vo e K, and

g. o@) cri,ti,cal ¿ f (o) -_n.

3.3 Equivalence of combinatorial Morse func-
tions

The geometry associated with a discrete Morse function lies in the ordering it
imposes on the cells. This leads to the definition of an equivalence relation on

functions from the set of cells of a CW complex to the reals.

Definition 3.3.1. Two functr,ons f , g: K -) R. øre equivalent i'f for euery pai,r

of cells 6@) q 7@+t¡, Í(") < f (r) + g(o) < g(r).

It is easily seen that any such function that is equivalent to a Morse function
is itself a Morse function, and that the relation preserves critical points.

A particular variety of combinatorial Morse functions the Witten-Morse
functions as defined by Forman in [12] - are crucial to constructions in later
chapters.
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Definition 3.3.2. A combi,natori,al Morse functi,on f i,s a Witten-Morce function
,r

1. o(n),ot@) . 7@+r¡ + Í(") + Í(",) <2f(r), and

2. o@),o,(p), y(n-t) + f@) + f@,) > 2fe).

Forman demonstrates a construction ([12, Theorem f.4]) that provides an

equivalent self-indexing Witten-Morse function for any discrete Morse function
on a finite dimensional CW complex.

3.4 Combinatorial vector fields

Associated with every Morse function is a combi,natorial uector fi,eld.

Definition 3.4.L. A combi,natori,al uector field on a cellular compler X wi,th cells

K i,s a chai,n map V : C.(K) -+ C.(K) of degree one, sati,sfyi'ng

1. V (o(a)¡ : 0 or -fr : o17(n+t) for some cell r ,

2. V(o): kr for sorne k +0 + o 'i,s a regular face of r,

3. V2 :0,

Note that conditions 1 and 2 imply thaf Vo I 0 + Vo : lr for some 1,

as [r(r+r) 'o(n)): +1 if ø is a regular face of r (lemma 2.3.2).

Combinatorial vector fields can be defincd cquivalcntly as maps V' from K
to KU {0} which are 1-1 on K \kerI/', satisfying similar conditions: V'2 :0,
V'(o(n)¡ e [{n+t U{0}, andV'(o):r + øisaregularfaceof r. Every
combinatorial vector field I/ defines a unique map V' by V'(o) : 0 if V (o) : g

andV'(o):rlf V(") -- kr. Similarly, given amap V' : K -+ KU{0} satisfying
the preceeding conditions, once can derive a unique combinatorial vector field V
by V(o): 0 if V'(o): 0 and V(o) : -fr:olV'(o) otherwise, and extending
linearly.

As a notational convenience, u <Vn will indicate that 1o:u 1o: *Vn.
The combinatorial vector fieid I/¡ corresponding to a discrete Morse function

/ has

v¡@@)¡: to if f (o) < r(') v6(e) 4 7@+t¡: 
\-[r,o1r where 6@) q 7@+t¡ and /(o) > f (r)

I2



Such a map is called the gradi,ent of f .

The map i/¡ captures the geometrical properties of the discrete Morse function

f:
Lemma 3.4.2. Two di,screte Morse functi,ons f and g are equiualent i,f and only

if V¡ : Vn.

Proof . If / and g are equivalent, then the equality of. V¡ and Vn follows directly
from the definition above.

Suppose V¡:Vs, and let o(r) ¿n¿ 7(n+t¡ be two faces with o <r' Then

f @) > f (r) + v¡("): *r
Vn@) : lr
g(o) > s(r).

Similarly g(o)2s(r) + f@)>fî),so/(o) <f(r) s s(o)<g(r). n

Corresponding to the critical cells of a discrete Morse function are the rest

points of a combinatorial vector field.

Definition 3.4.3. A cello i,s a rest point of V xf Vo:0 ando /imV.
The rest points of V¡ are exactly the critical cells of /.
Note that not every combinatorial vector field corresponds to a discrete Morse

function; Forman ([11, section 9]) provides a necessary and sufficient condition
for a combinatorial vector field to have an associated discrete Morse function:

Theorem 3.4.4. Let V be o, c.om,hi,n,o,tori,o,l, ttector function. V i's the gradzent

of a di,screte Morse functi,on i,f and only i,f there eri'sts no sequence of p-cells

oy,ot,... ,ar (for some r ) 0 and some p) sati'sfyi'ng

1. o¡¡t 1r where Vo¿ : Ir for some (p l7)-cell r,

2. o¿ f o¿¡1,

3. o¡:6,
Definition 3.4.5. A comb,i,natori,al uector f,eld that i,s the gradi,ent of a di,screte

Morse functr,on i,s called a, gradient vector field.
Sequences of cells sati,sfyi,ng the first two condi,tions of theorem 3.1./¡ wi'll be

referred to as V-paths. ,4 V-path ay,or¡... ,a, is closed i'f there'is some i, and
j + i, such that oi: oj. (Note that thi,s defi,ni,ti,on i,s slightly different from' that
of Forman.)
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The condition on I/ in theorem 3.4.4 is then Lhat V admits no closed V-paths.
Using this language, one can restate Forman's Witten-Morse function equiv-

alence result in terms of combinatorial vector fields.

Theorem 3.4.6. LetV be a gradi,ent uector field on a fini,te CW compler X wi,th

cells K. Thenthere'is a Wi,tten-Morse function Í, K -+R szch thatV -Vr.
Paraphrasing Forman's proof:

Proof . Let V1n¡ be the combinatorial vector field given by

v@):

V6¡ can be regarded as a combinatorial vector field on the k-skeleton X(k) of
X. Note that if there are no closed V-paths, then neither are there any closed

l/(r)-Paths'
Using an inductive argument, for each k I n : dimX, a Witten-Morse

function g¿ will be produced such that Vn* : V@) as combinatorial vector fields
on X(k), Letting f : gn will then give the desired function such that Vf :V.

Let .qo : ø(0) *+ 0, and define g¡ as follows:

Vo dego < k
0 otherwise

1

1

k-
k-

I
I

(")
(") + *;
):gr r(,)+*;

degø <k-7
dego:lc-I
degø : k,, o: lVu
degø:ld,o/imV

sn(o) :

k

where

lo : max{r '. aot. . . ,ar is a V-path.}

and Lo- max{lo : o e Ke}. Note that gr(") ( k for all a of degree at most k.

Consider a pair of cells o(k-|) I 7(k). Clearly Vo :*r implies gr(o) : gr(r).
If Vo I L then one of the following cases must hold.

7. , ØimV, in which case g¡(o) :7k-t(") + *- <k-l+T.k:7n(r).

2. Vo: 0 and r : tVo'for some (k-l)-cell o' I o.Vo' l0 + o' / imV,
so gr-r(o') : k - 7. Further the sequence o',o is a Z-path of length one,

giving lo,) 0. So g¿(ø) : gk1(o) <k-7 < g*-r(o')+#Í;: gr(r).

sr(,

T4



3. Vo l0 andr: lVdfor some (ft-1)-cell o' I o.Vo I Q e o limV,
so 9r,-r (o): k-1. Similarly gt-t(o') - k-1. So gr(") - k-r+fi; and

gr(r) : gr(o') - k- L+#"*,. If o : o0,...,ø" is a V-path, o',oo,... ,ø" is

a V-path of greater length, so l(o') > I(o), guaranteeing that g(o) < g(r).

If Vsk_, : Vç*_r) and g¡,-7 is Witten-Morse, it follows lhat g¡ is also Witten-
Morse and that

Vnu-r' : Vo degø < k -7
degø:k-l

g¡ is Witten-Morse and 7ro --Ve): 0, so the inductive hypothesis holds true.

So / : gn is a Witten-Morse function with V¡ : V6¡ : V. !

The technique used in this proof in fact generates a fl"at Witten-Morse func-

tion.

Definition 3.4.7. A combtnatori,al Morse functr,on f i,s a flat Witten-Morse

functr,on i,f o(n) < 7(n+r¡ + f (") < f ?)

Flat Witten-Morse functions are required for Forman's proof of the conver-

gence of the Morse complex in the discrete case, in [10].

3.5 Analogues of Morse theory results

In parallel with standard Morse theory, there is a nice relationship between the

subcomplexes of a CW complex and the range of a discrete Morse function defined

upon it.
Following Forman's notation, IeT, M (c) be the subcomplex of the CW complex

X (with cells If) defrned as

M(c) :U{r, u 1 o e K, f(o) < c}

Theorem 3.5.1. If the 'inuerse 'image of the non-empty 'interual fa,b] under f
contai,ns no cri,ti,cal cells, then M(o) zs a deformati,on retract of M(b).

An even stronger statement can be made: M (b) collapses cellularly ont,o M (").

{
Vç

vn*o
Vo

rÍk
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Definition 3.5.2. Conszder a sequence of CW compleres M : Mo, Mt,' ' . ., M, --
N, where for each M¿ there are two ,"¡¡t o(n) and 7@+t¡ of M¿ such that

1. M¿+t - Mr \ (o U r),

2. o i,s a regular face of r,

3. Êr' f r such that o 1rt.

Then M collapses cellularly onto N.

If the inverse image of an interval [ø, ó] contains a single critical cell, then

attaching a cell ro M(a) gives a complex homotopy equivalent to M(b).

Theorem 3.5.3. (Theorem 0.5 of [12] ) Suppose f-t(lo,b]) contai,ns eractly one

criti,cal p-cell. Then M(b) i,s homotopy equi'ualent to

M(")Il¡ Do

where f : Sp-t -+ M(a) i,s a (conti,nuous) attachi,ng map.

Possibly the most convincing parallel is the existence of a discrete strong

Morse inequality. The Morse numbers of / count the number of critical cells

under /. Denote the Morse numbers by mp, where mo is the number of critical
p-cells. LeT b, denote the Betti numbers of the complex.

Theorem 3.5.4. Let f be a di,screte Morse functi,on on a fini,te CW compler X
wtth Morse numbers m¿. Then for euery k > 0

TI1,¡, - mn-t I

wzth equali,ty when k : dim X :

Lmolbn-bn¿l...fbo

dimX

I (-r)*- k: x(x),
k:t

where X6) ts the Euler characteri,sti'c of X

16



Chapter 4

12 discrete Morse theory

4.L The L2 cltain complex
The strong Morse inequality can be stated as

mn- mn-tl...Imo) bn - bn:1...=E bo (4 1)

where rn¿ is the'ith Morse number andb¿ is the zth Betti number.
For combinatorial Morse functions on a finite CW complex, the Morse num-

bers correspond to the dimensions of the spaces generated by the critical cells.
However the dimensions of these spaces need not be finite if the CW complex is
not finite.

Suppose one has an infinite CW complex upon which a group I acts freely and
cellularly. If the fundamental domain under this action is finite and the discrete
Morse function is l-invariant, one can determine the von Neumann dimensions
of the spaces generated by the critical cells and of the homology spaces. The von
Neumann dimension acts analogously to the familiar dimension on vector spaces,

save that it takes values that are non-negative real numbers instead of integers.
This allows a sensible definition of the Morse and Betti numbers, which could
lead to a strong Morse inequality for such Morse functions on this class of infinite
CW complexes.

LeI X be a CW complex with cells K. The space of. L2 chains on X, denoted
by C!2) (X, R), is a graded Hitbert space with the elements of order p being formal
SUInS

D ,"o, s.t. \ lr"l, { oo.
o€KP o€KP
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The inner product is defined in the usual manner, with (ø, o') : õoo, ãild extend-
ing linearly.

Let I be a discrete group acting freely and cellularly on X, and such that
there exists a finite cellular fundamental domain for the action of f on X. Then
the Cl2) form examples of -L2l-modules:

Definition 4.L.L (from [3]). Gi,uen a di,screte groupl,let'lír be the category

of Hi,lbert spaces wi,th al act'ion, wi,th morphi,sms bei,ng cont'inuousl-equi,uari'ant
rnaps. Let L2l be the object of 11r whi,ch has basts I and on whi,ch I acts by

I eft - multi,p li, c ati, o n.

A free,L2f-module is an object of ?{r i,somorphi,c to the completi,on of L2l ø A

for some abeli,an group A.
An L2l-module i,s a closed l-i,nuari,ant subspace of a free L2l-module. The

full subcategorA of 'Hr cons'ist'ing of L2l-modules i's denoted L2l.

In the category 'Jlr the image object of a morphism is the closure of the

set-image. In the following, im will refer to this categorical image

im/:ims't,f

Armed with this terminology, the red,uced, homology U!') (X;lR.) is defined as

n!2)çX;R) : ker ôlimô: ker ôfims"¡ô

As shown in [3], one can define the von Neumann dimension dimr of .L2f-
modules as the trace tr¡ of the corresponding projection. This allows the defini-
tion of the L2 Betti and Morse numbers.

Definition 4.L.2. Let X be a CW compler X wi,th cells K, and wi'th a free
cellular group acti,on of a di,screte group l.

The L2 Betti numbers are gi,uen by

bQ) : dim¡ 11(2)(X;R)

Let f be a combi,natori,al Morse functi,on on X whose cri,tical cells form a

l-i,nuari,ant subset of K. Then the -L2 Morse numbers are gi,uen by

*f) : dim¡ 
'1f;)

where nf,) * the L2l-mod,ule generated, by the cri,ti,cal p-cells of X.
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The von Neumann dimension behaves similarly to the usual dimension de-

fined for vector spaces, the chief difference being that it is real or infinite valued.

Quoting [3, Proposition 5]:

Proposition 4.1.3. The uon Neumann di,rnensi,on dim¡ åas the followi,ng prop-
erti,es:

z) dim¡(o i-rMr): É dimy M¡.
l<'=l

ii) If M ç N then dimyM < dimr l/.
äi) If M=N thendimyM:dimrl/.

i,u) If f , M I N, thendimyM - dim¡ker/+dim"imf and dim¡M:
dim¡ im / + dim" coker /.

These properties allow the direct application of a well-kno'ù¡n result of linear
algebra to these f-invariant subspaces.

Lemma 4.L.4. If a chai,n compler(V,,d,) '0 3 V" 3 4Vo 40 i,s suchthat
dimVi :rrL¿ aTLd, dimíi(V) : b¿, then

kk

I ( - t) 
*- n *n ) l,{-t)o -o un

i:0 4=0

wi,th equali,ty when Vn : 0 for all n > k.

Proof. Let dimkerdlyr : ï¿ ã,nd dimimdly; : Ui. Then rTL¿: r¿*A¿ and
b¿ : dim ker d"loo f îmdlyn : ri - Ui.

kk

f i-r)*-oan : Dt(-t)*-ir¿ + (-r)n-u+r)a¿+tl
i:0 i:0

(-r)*Eo - an+t+ t(-1)r-o(*n + ao)

k

i:0
k

with equality when An+t:0

I(-t)*-o*o - ar*t as !s : Q

i=0
kt

i=0

-'rrL,i)*
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On replacing dim with dim¡, the proof remains valid and provides the key to
investigating the Morse inequalities in this context.

Theorern 4.I.5. Let X be a CW compler wi.th a free cellularl-acti,on, and let

f be al-inuari,ant combi,natori,al Morse functi,on on X.,. If there erists an L2l-
compler W. wi,th dimyW¿ - ^l') and, dimp Ho(W) - bt') , then the strong Morse

i,nequali,ty

-? - ^f,), + . .. +rnf) >- bP - bf)r+ . .' + a['z)

holds, wi,th equali,ty when n : d\mX:

I (-r)o-Í') : t ?t)iu\z) : x(x lt)
dimX

i:0

dimX

i=0

where XLX|D i,s the Euler characteri,sti,c of the quoti,ent compler X ll .

The following section constructs such a chain complex using an analogue of
Forman's argument in [12]. For notational convenience, the (') ttpetscript will
be dropped, it being understood that the chain complexes discussed are L2l-
complexes.

4.2 Construction of the combinatorial Witten
complex

Recall the combinatorial Laplacian on the chain complex C.(X,1R), defined as

L,: ôô* + A*A. One can then apply the standard Hodge decomposition (note

that im refers to the categorical image):

Lemma 4.2.L. Gi,uen a Hi,lbert chai,n compler C. wi,th boundary operator õ,

1. C -- kerA O imô 6 imô*, and

2. H.(C) = ker A,

where L i,s the correspondi,ng combi,natori,al Laplaci,an.
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Proof. Lel c € kerA. Then

0 : (L,c, cl
: (00* c, c) + (0.0c, c)

: (õ* c, õ* c) -l (ôc, ôc) ,,

and so 0c : 0*c: 0, that is, c € ker ô ll ker ô*.
Conversely 0c : 0*c: Q 3 Ac : 0, so kerA : kerônkerô*.
As (ôc1,0*c2): (Ô'"r,rr):0, ims"¿ô and ims".0* ate orthogonal.
Let c € imô and c'€ imô*. Then there exist chains c¿ € ims.t ô and c| e

ims"t ô* such that c : lim¿--¡- c¿ and c' : Iimi-.'* c'i. As ims.¿ ô is orthogonal
to ims"¡ 0*, (ro,C¡) :0 for all ¿ and j. Therefore by the continuity of the inner
product, (c,c') :0 and thus imô and imô* are orthogonal.

One can then decompose C:

C : kerAO(kerA)a
: kerA O (kerô n kerô-)r
: ker A o ((im ô-)t n (im ô)r)r
: kerAoimôoimô*

As kerA : kerôn ker 0* : kerô n (imô)r, the map c è c* imô is an

isomorphism from ker A to fI.(C). n

Corollary 4.2.I. ker A i,s a chain subcompler of C. and has the same homology.

Proof . As ker ô c ker A, the boundary operator is zero on ker A and thus it
trivially forms a chain subcomplex of C.. The homology of this complex is just
kerA itself, which is isomorphic to the fI.(C) as per lemma 4.2.I. n

Given a normal operator þ on a Hilbert space C, Nhe spectral decomposition
of / refers to the unique resolution of the identity ,Ð such that

I'
^_, ÀdE(^).v 

J"øt

Recall these results on spectral decompositions:

Lemma 4.2.2. Suppose E zs the spectral decompos'ition of a normal operator

ó,C-+C. Then
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1.u)p:Ø + E(a)C@E(p)C:E(uup)CanduÇp + E(u)Cc
E(p)c,

2 ,l ó commutes wi,th a cont'inuous li,near operator f t C ) C, then E(u)
commutes wi,th f ,

3. E({Oi) i,s the projecti,on onto ker þ.

In order to more easily apply the machinery of spectral analysis, it is conve-

nient to regard -L2f-complexes as Hilbert spaces.

Lemma 4.2.3. Let (C,0) be an L2l-compler, and I , C -+ C a cont'inuous linear
operator that commutes wi,th ð and commutes wi,th the projecti,ons p¿ : C + C¿.

Then (imf ,ôli^¡) i,s also an L2l-compler.

Proof . AII that needs to be shown is that im / is a graded space and that
im ôli- ¡ C im /.

As the p¿ commute with /, one has im f : @p¿iml and p¿im f Àp¡im f : Ø

for i, l j.
Let r¡ denote the projection from C to im/. Then as ô and / commute, ô

and.r¡ commute. Onethus has r¡ oðor¡ -n?"ð:TÍ oô: flor¡t and so

ensuring that imôli-¡ Ç im/. n

Thus armed, and recalling that for a pair of chain complexes A. and 8.,
H.(A O B) : H.(A) Ø H.(B), we arrive at the following result.

Lemma 4.2.4. Let E be the spcctral dccomposi,ti,on of L : C -+ C ' Then E(u)C
.forms a chai,n subcompler of C. and

H.(E(u)C) =
H.(C) i,f0eu,
0 otherwi,se

Proof.Let p c IR,0 / p, p':R\(pu{O}). Then H.(C): H.(E({9i)CO
E(p)c @ E(p')C).

From lemma 4.2.2,

É1.(E({0})C) : H.(ker a) = H.(c),

and hence H.(E(p)C) : H.(E(P')C) :0.
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SoforøqR,

H.(E(u)C) H.(E(u n{0})C) ØH.(E(u \{0})c)
H.(E(u n {0})c)

H.(C) if0€a,
0 otherwise

:
:

^/

Suppose now that C. is the ,L2l-complex associated with a CW complex X,
and that X has a finite cellular domain under the f action. If / is a f-invariant
combinatorial Morse function on X, then any V¡-path on X will be of finite
length, and by an aïgument identical to that used in the proof of theorem 3.4.6,

there must exist an equivalent f-invariant Witten-Morse function on X. Without
loss of generality then, take / to be Witten-Morse. One can construct a family
of deformed chain complexes Cj with the same Hilbert spaces a,s C., but with
boundary maps

ðt:etro0os-tf,

where e¿l is the cellular map that takes o ¡s ¿tlþ)6.
The deformed Laplacian on Cj is defined in the expected way:

6t - 6t6t* + At* At.

In terms of matrix elements, one has

Atr,, : ôo,'et(Í(')-l@))

Lr,", : Ð ai,,at,", + t ð'o,,õt",,"

u

u

T

| 0,,o0,,o,e-2tuQ)-f (ù-l@')) + t ðo,,ôo,,re2t(f (r)-f (o)-f (o'))

T

It can be seen that C. and, Ct are chain-isomorphic by the map etl and thus

have identical homology.
If E¿ is the spectral decomposition of the deformed Laplacian, then the Witten

complex W:(^) is defined to be the chain complex

w:(^): E¿((-oo, )l)ci.
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4.3 The combinatorial L2 Morse inequality
From lemma 4.2.2, H.(Wt(^)) is isomorphic to H.(C) for À ) 0; in particular

dimy H¿(w'(l)) : 4,.

So if l, t can be found such that dim¡ I{(À) : *n (where m¡ is Lhe 'ith L2

Morse number of /) then the conditions for lemma 4.1.5 would be satisfied, and we

will have proven that the -L2 Morse inequalities hold for f-invariant combinatorial
Morse functions.

In order to show that such a ú and À exist, an appeal will be made to the
variational principle of Efremov and Shubin [6, theorem 3.1]:

Theorem 4.3.L. Let A be a self-ødjointl-'i,nuari,ant operator, semi-bounded be-

low. Let E(À) : E((-oo,Àl) be the correspondi,ng spectral projecti,on. Then

tr¡ E(À) - sup tr¡ P where the supremum i,s taken ouer all affili,ated project'i,ons

such that imP C D(A) and P(A - ì)P < 0.

When the operator,4. is bounded (as it is in this case, with,4: A¿), the
condition on P becomes

(P(A-))Pr,r) <0 Vr
((A-À)Pr,Pr)<0 Vr
((A-À)a,a)<0 VyeimP
(Aa,ù f Àllyll' Vs e imP.

Given that tr¡ P : dimr im P we get

Lemma 4.3.2. LetWl(À) be the Witten compler as defi,ned aboue. Then

dim¡ L4zf ()) : trr E'((--, fl)lrl
: sup{dim" SIS c C! is a closedl-i,nuariant subspace

and (Ltc,c) < Àllcll'zVc e ^9)

As before, let Ë refer to the subspace of C that is generated by the critical
cells of X. Let -R'denote its orthogonal complement. We seek bounds on (A¿c,c)
for c in r? and ,R'.

First, some bounds on the incidence numbers and numbers of faces within the
CW complex need to be determined.

The closure-finiteness condition (definition 2.I.3) ensures that for any p-cell

o, {r(n+t) : r > o} is finite. The existence of a finite cellular domain is sufficient
to ensure that {u@-1) : u < o} is also finite, as shown in the following lemma.

P(A-))P<Q 14
<+
<+

-
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Lemma 4.3.3. Let X be a CW compler wi,th cells K and a free cellularl-acti'on
wi,th a fi,ni,te cellular domain G C K. Then euerA p-cell has a fi,ni,te number of
(p - I)-cell faces.

Proof. Let, o be ap-cell of X, and let N: {u¿:i' e I} be the set of (p- l)-cell
faces of o. For each u¿ there exists "y¿ € I such that 'Y¿u¿ € G. For each (p - 1)-cell

u in G,Iet I, : {i :'Yiui : u} C I. It follows then that u { lnroY'i e I,'
f acts freely, so the closure-finiteness condition implies thal I, is finite for all

u € G. #N : Ð,ecff[,, so l/ is also finite. tr

For each p-cell then, there is a bound on the number of (p - l)-cell faces and

the number of (p * 1)-cells of which it is a face. By virtue of the cellular domain

being finite, a global bound can be found by taking the maximum of these values

over the cells in the cellular domain. This global bound will be termed B.
As one would expect, the incidence numbers 0o,, are also bounded.

Lemma 4.3.4. Let X be a CW compler wi,th cells K and a free cellularl-acti,on,
wi,th fini,te cellular doma'in G. Then {lo:u) : o,u e K) i's bounded'

Proof. Closure finiteness implies {o : lo :u] +0} is finite. So the set A : {lo:u) :

u e G,o e K) is finite.
For any cellu € K there exists some 7 € f such thatlu € G, and so

lo:ul: l7o:1ul e A.

So {[ø :uf : o,u e K] is hnite, and hence bounded. tr

Let the bound on the incidence numbers be denoted by (.
Lastly, as a l-invariant Morse function / on such a complex can take only a

finite number of values, the set {Í(t)- f (o) , f î) > /(")} has a positive infimrm.
Further, if / is also Witten-Morse, the sets {z¡çr(n+tl¡- f @ln)¡- f @'(n)¡ : o,o' <
r) and {f ç"fo¡+ f (o'@¡-2f(u@-r)):u <o,o'} also have apositive infinum.
These bounds are captured in a constant rc:

rc : max{ exp - inf {/(r) - Í(o) , f î) > /(")},
exp - inf {2f (r(e+l)) f @ln)¡ - f @'(n)¡'. õ,o' 1r),
exp - inf {/(ø(r)) + ¡ ço'tol¡ - 2f @@-t\,, . o, o'}}.

rc is a positive number less than one.

With these bounds at our disposal, examine lA'",,1.
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If o lrordegrld,egoJ-7,then}to,,:0. Hereafter, take 6(n) 1a(n+t¡.
If V¡o f r then f (") < /(r), giving

10",,1 : llr : o]le-t$(")- r(")) < ( nt'

Otherwise tf V¡o : *r then [r : o] : +1 (ø must be a regular face of r),
giving lA'",,1: "-t(f 

(r)-f (o)) > t.
To summarize, one has

lat","l

_rì

- e-t(l?)-/(")) > 1

1e n'

rfolrordegrldegolL
lf. V¡o : r
otherwise.

o*o'

(4.2)

As we are interested in the situation where ú becomes large, there is no danger

in assuming that ú is sufficiently great that (rc¿ < 1.

Examining (Ltc,c),

(Ltc,c) : I(., o')(o,c)(Lto,o')
crol

\coco, Lto,o,

crot

Ð"|nr,"+ t c6co,Lto,o,

t

The components Lto,o, arc given by

L!o,o, : I. atr,rat,", + t ato,rato,,,

u T

Consider the first term when o * o' . If V¡u : o ot o' , arre of [o: u] and lo' :u]

will be 1, while the other is at most (. One then has

Pt'at,", I < e "-'(¡ 
(") + r @' ) -z I (v))

1 C^t.

If this is not the case, both lô|,"1 and lðt,,,|are at most (rc¿, so their product is

at most (Co')' < Ço'. Similarly the terms 7t",,Ar,,, of the second sum have an

absolute value of at most (rc¿ when o I o'.
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When o : o'is critical, bothl1t,,"l and lô|,,1 are at most (rc¿. Each term in the
sums is a square and thus greater than or equal to zero and at most (n2t <eo'.

If o : o/ is not critical, then there will exist exactly sns v(n-I) 4 6(n) 6t
7(n+r¡ s 6(n) such that Vfu : o or V¡o: r. Hence there will be exactly one term
in the expression for Lto,o, that is greater than or equal to one. As each term is a
square, the other terms will have values between zero and (n2t, as in the critical
case.

Af;,o, must be zero in the case where o I o' and their degrees differ, or if the
distance under the simplicial metric d is greater than one (that is, for o and o'
p-cells, there is no ¡u(p-l) 61 

"Þ+r) 
such that o> u 1o' or o <r> o'.)

Noting that the number of non-zero terms in these sums must be bounded by
B, one has

xtuo,o, - 0 when deg o I dego' or d(o,o') ) I,

Lr^ ^, ) 1 when o : o' is non-critical,otu 
-

l\'o,o,l < 2B(nt otherwise.

Let f. : C. -+ C. denote the chain map that takes o to the sum of all of its
neighbours ø' with d(o',o): 1, On chains one has

(Fc)" : t co,

d(o,ot):1

As each p-cell has at most B (p - 1)-cell faces and (p * 1)-cells of which it is a
face, the norm of F is crudely bounded by B'. This gives a bound on the second

term in the expansion of (Ltc,c):

ll.r"r",L'",,,1 : I t coco,Lto,o,l

oto' 
<

d(o,ot):1

d,(o,ot):7

28(nt l(Fe,e)l

where e :Dlr"lo.As llell : llrll and llFll 1 82, one has

I I c"c", Ar,,,l < zB3 llcll2 ( nt .

olo'
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If c € R, co is zero for all non-critical cells ø. One then has

l(Aúc, c)l <

If c € R', co is zero for all critical cells o, giving

(Lt c, c) : Ð r|n'","+ t coco, Lto,o,

o*o'

: (I - A'nt)llcll2 for some constant ,4'.

There exists therefore a sufficiently large ú such that

l(A¿c, c)l <

l(A¿c, c)l >
Suppose S is a f-invariant subspace of Ci with s 6 $ 4 I(A'.,t)l < åll"ll'

Then S a Rti: {0}, and so dimr,S ( dim¡ -R¿.

So applying lemma 4.3.2 one gets

dim¡ Wn¿(|) : dimr E'((--, +l)C:
: sup{dim"Sl S c C! is a closed f-invariant subspace

and (A¿c, r) < ållcll'zVc e S)
: dimr Ê¿

- TIL¿

as required to satisfy the conditions of lemma 4.I.5, thereby providing the L2

strong Morse inequality for combinatorial Morse functions:

Theorem 4.3.5 (Combinatorial -L2 strong Morse inequality). Let X be a

CW compler wi,th a finite cellular doma'in under a free cellularl-acti,on, and let

f be al-i,nuari,ant combtnatori,al Morse functi,on on X. Then the strong Morse
i,nequali,ty holds

^*) -*ll),+...+ ^f) >b? - af),+...+btr),
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where bl') or" the L2 Betti numbers of the compler and, *1") or" the L2 Morse
numbers o.f .f as de.fined in 1.1.2, wi,th equali,ty when n: dimX

Ð?Ðo*Í') : t Çlt6\z) : x(xlr)
dimX

i:0

dimX

i:0

where XlXll) ts the Euler characteri,sti,c of Xll
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Chapter 5

Asymptotic Morse inequalities

Mathai and Shubin in [1S] introduce twi,sted L2 invariants of a manifold associated

with a flat Hilbertian "4.-bundle t over the manifold and a closed 1-form á. A
twisted complex is constructed by deforming the differential with 0 and looking
at the space of L2 á valued forms with this deformed differential. The twisted
L2 Betti numbers are defined as the von Neumann dimensions of the reduced

cohomology of this complex.
With this framework they derive the asymptotic strong Morse inequalities for

a Morse 1-form á (this being a 1-form which lifts to the differential of a Morse

function on the universal cover) which relate the Morse numbers of á to the
twisted L2 Betti numbers associated with sá with s a large parameter

A similar (but more elementary) construction can be applied in the discrete
ca,se by examinitg cornl-rinatolial Morse functions that are not f-invariant and

comparing lheir L2 Morse numbers with the L2 Bettí numbers of the deformed
complex C!(K) as defined in the previous chapter.

5.1 Non-f-invariant combinatorial Morse func-
tions

Consider a combinatorial Witten-Morse function f : K -+ lR which while not
being f-invariant itself, has its associated gradient vector fr,eld V¡ commuting
with the group action,

We wish to construct the deformed chain complex as in the previous chapter,
however without a further condition on ,f , the deformed boundary operator ô¿

will fail to commute with the group action. This commutation condition can be
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expressed as

õr",":ðr.ro,r, V7e f.
Recall

0'o'' : õo''¿ff(')-r@)) '

So one has

õo,rst(l?)-Í(")) : Aro,rr"r(Í(rr)-l6o))
ðo,"st1O")-lø"))

Thus for u11o(r) < 7(n+r¡, f 0")-f @): f }t)-f (r). Given that X is connected,

this implies f 0") - Í(") is constant for all o € K.
Let k: f -+ lR denote the map k:1r+ f Oo) - f @) - k.,t. Observe that

ktt, : f0l'o)-Í(o)
: f 0t'o) - f 0'") + Í0'") - f @)
: k., + k-r'.

This defines a group homomorphism p:f -+ R+ bV pi"y è expkr.
The required conditions on f can then be summarized thus:

7. f , K -+ IR is a Witten-Morse function,

2. Vrl : "yVt for all 7 € l,
3. Í(1") - f (o): k.y is constant for all o, and defines a representation

cxp k., : I -+ R-¡.

For the sake of brevity in the following, these conditions will be referred to as

property (*).
When kt : 0 V7 the situation is equivalent to the f-invariant case discussed

in the previous chapter. A simple non-trivial example of an / with this property
is the infinite grid as in figure 5.1, with l:V'ØZ acling as translations.

It is worth noting the parallel between this representation and that arising
in the smooth case with a Morse 1-form d. If a" is a loop on the manifold
representing an element 7 of the group, then the integral 1o.,0 d"p"nds only on

7, and defines a representation into R-¡

Pe 7 + exp (- I",r)
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Figure 5.1: A non-f-invariant combinatorial Morse function

5.2 The deformed complex

Let f be a combinatorial Morse function satisfying property (*). As in the previ-
ous chapter, we will construct a deformed complex Cj. When / was l-invariant,
the map etÍ was bounded, and Cj could be thought of as the image of C. under
etl .If. / is not f-invariant, it can be shown that / must increase without bound.
Lef C! be the chain complex with

C: : C¿,

6t : etr o0o"-'Í.

In the equivariant case, this definition is equivalent to that given in terms of the
image of the exponential map.

Since / is not f-invariant, it's not immediately clear that ðt : etl o ô o e-tl is
bounded.
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Lemma 5.2.1. Let X be a CW compler w'ith cells K whi,ch has a fi,ni,te cellular
domai,nG underthe action of a groupl, and supposethatthe function / : K -+ IR

has the property f 0")- f @): kt,Yo € K. Then {f (r)- f (") : o,r e K,0o,, I
0j i,s a fi,ni,te set, and thus bounded.

Proof. ô commutes with the Gamma action, so

{f ?) - f @) : o,r €K, A",, + 0}
: {Í0r) - f@) : o € K, r € G, 7 € f, 0",.,, *0}
-- {f\r) - f\o) : o e K, r € G, 7 € f, Alo,^g + 0}
: {f?) - Í(") : o € K, r e G, ðo,, f 0}

The number of cells o such tha!,ðo,,10 is finite (lemma4.3.3). So the set is
finite. n

,\s ðto,, - ôo,,¿t(10)-/(")), this demonstrates that ô¿ is a bounded operator.
In the equivariant case, e¿l defined an -L2f-module isomorphism of chain com-

plexes, which meant lhat H.(Ct) : H.(C). This however no longer holds when

/ is not f-invariant.

Definition 5.2.2. Gi,uen a Wi,tten-Morse functi,on sati,sfyi,ng property (*), defi,ne

the deformed L2 Betti numbers øs

bo(t) : dimç Ho(Ct)

where C! i,s as descri,bed aboue.

Lemma 5.2.3. The map t è be(t) i,s upper semi,-conti,nuous.

Proof . Consider f-invariant subspaces -L. contained in ims". Af , with dim¡ imLþe L,
,. L', is continuous and invertible on Lr, so there exists some constant A. such

that llAfcll I A.ll"ll on L,.
The map t + Lto is continuous (from the construction of Aú.) So for any e'

we can find a ð such that

It-t'l<6 ll^i - L,oll <,,
llx'rr - Af cll < e'llcll

ll¡l'll > (A, -.')llrll on L,

Af invertible on -L. when €' { A,

ker Al C L: when e' I A,.
P-
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So given e ) 0 one can pick e' < A. and thence ð such that

It-t,l<A + kerAf CL!ckerLtoeL,
+ bo(t') < br(t) + e.

That is, that br(t) is an upper semi-continuous function of ú. n

Conjecture 5.2.4. bo(t) zs constant for all but countably many t, when the group

I i,s fini,tely presented.

It is known that for any l-invariant operalor A acting on 12(t)øCk that comes

from the group algebra C(f ), dim¡ ker ,4 is rational when I is an elementary
amenable group, or the extension of such a group by right orderable groups.

There is a conjecture (see for example Linnell [tS]) ttrat every finitely presented

gïoup has this property. For such a f, the deformed Betti numbers bo(ú) will be

rational. Coupled with their upper semi-continuity in ú, one has that I'he br(t)
are constant except at countably many points.

5.3 The asymptotic Morse inequality
Lel X be a CW complex with cells K and a free cellular l-action with finite
cellular domain G c K, and let / be a combinatorial Witten-Morse function
satisfying the commutativity condition f 0") - f @): k.y,Vo € K and whose

gradient vector field I/¡ commutes with the f-action (property (x).)
The asyrnptotic strong Morse inequaliLy

nl,n- ffin-r4-...tmo> b"(t) -bn-t(¿) +...+ b0(¿), ¿ > 0

holds if, as before, there exists a family of -L2f-complexes W! with dimy H¿(Wt) :
b¿(ú) and dim¡Wl : ff¿i lor ¿ > 0 (lemma 4.7.5).

Following the argument of the previous chapter, define the combinatorial Wit-
ten complex as

w:(^): Eú([-oo , ^])c! 
() > o)

where -E¿ is the spectral decomposition of the deformed Laplacian AÚ. Lemma
4.2.4 shows that H,(Wt(^)) : H.(Ct) and so it follows that

dimy H¿(w'(r)) : ¡n(¿).
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It remains to be demonstrated that there exists ) and ? such that for t > T,
dim¡ IzI/f()) : 

^0.Recall lemma 4.3.3, which states that every p-cell of X has a finite number of
(p- 1)-cell faces. The closure-finiteness condition guarantees that every p-cell is a
face of only a finite number of (p + 1)-cells. As there is a finite cellular domain for
the action of I on X, there exists a global upper bound on these values. Lemma
4.3.4 gives a bound on the absolute value of the incidence numbers [o : z]. Set

B : maVff{ri ôo,, loorA,,"+o}' ûtA
( : sup {[r : o)'. o,r € K]

The previous definition of the constant rc involved the infinum of the set

{f Ø - f @), f ?) > f (o)}, yet in this case the infinum may be zero. Insteacl

take the infinum over cells ø and r such that /(r) > f @) and ðo,,10. This set

is finite as a consequence of lemma 5.2.L. The expression for rc then becomes

rc: max{exp-inf {/(r) - f @): f ?) > f @), a,," +0},
exp - inf {2f (r@+1)) Í @{nt¡ - f @'@)¡ '. a, a' 1 ,},
exp - inf {/(o(r)) + ¡ço'tol¡ - 2f @(n-t)),, . o, o'}}

and rc remains less than one.

From ô'o,, : õo,ret(l?)-/(")), and that, V¡o: r implies [r:o] : t1 one gets

lðt,,,|:
0 ifolrordegrfdego*7

"-t(f(r)-f(o)) 
> t rf.V¡o:r

llr : olle-tÎ?)-r(ò) < Çnt otherwise.

Take f sufficiently large such that (rc¿ < 1.

These bounds are the same as those of equation 4.2, and so an essentially
identical argument to that of section 4.2 wlll be adopted to estimate A¿ on -R

(the space generated by the critical cells) and its orthogonal complement Æ'.

Recall

(Ltc, c) : 
Ð 

,7L'"," . 
P*coco,Lto,o,. 

(5 1)

The components Lto,o, are given by

Lto,o, -- D a'r,"a'r,", + t ô'o,ro'o,,r.

u
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Consider the first term when o t o'. If V¡u : o or o', orLe of [o: u) andlo':u]
will be 1, while the other is at most (. One then has

lat,oat,", I 3 k-'r¡ ø)+ t þ' ) -z Í (u))

1Ço'.

If this is not the case, both lôf,"1 and lôf,"1 are at most (rc¿, so their product is

at most (e o')' < eo'. Similarly the terms At",,At,,, of the second sum have an

absolute value of at most (rc¿ when o t o'.
When o : o' is critical, bothlît,,"l and lô|,, I are at most (rc¿. Each term in the

sums is a squaïe and thus greater than or equal to zero and at most (rc2ú < e ^t.If o : ø' is not critical, then there will exist exactly sls v(n-L) I 6(n) sy

y(n+t¡ s 6(n) such that Vru : o or V¡o: T. Hence there will be exactly one term
in the expression for Lto,o, that is greater than or equal to one. As each term is a
square) the other terms will have values between zero and (rc2t, as in the critical
case.

Note that in each of the sums) the number of non-zero terms must be bounded
bv B'

Let d denote the simplicial metric. Two p-cells o,o'have d(o,o'):0 if they
are identical, and d(o,o'): 1 if there existr u (p- 1)-cell u or (pf 1)-cell ¡ with
o > u < o' or o I r > o'. Lr', must be zero 1f d(o,o') > 1, or if degø f dego'.

Bounds on the elements Af;,o, are thus

Lto,o, :0 when deg o I dego' or d(o,o') ) 7,

Lr^ -, 
't 1 when o : o' is non-critical,utu

l\'o,o,l < 2B(nt otherwise.

Examine the second term of equation 5.1:

l)i].roro,Lto,",l : I t coco,Lto,o,l

o*o' d.(o,ot):1

d,(o,ot):l

d'(o,ot):1

: 2BÇnt l(Fa, a)l
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where ¿: Dlc,la and F: C.-+ C. is the chain map that takes a cell ø to the
sum of all its neighbours o' with d(o' , o) : 1¡

(Fc)" : t co,.

d,(o,ot)-l

As each p-cell has at most B (p - l)-cell faces and (p * 1)-cells of which it is a
face, the norm of -F is crudely bounded by B'. Noting that the norm of ¿ is the
same as that of c, one has

I I coco,a'o,o,l S zallnllllell'("' < 2B3ll"ll'e "'
o*o'

If c e R, co is zero for all non-critical cells o. One then has

l(A¿c, c)[ <

If. c e R', co is zero for all critical cells ø, giving

(Ltc, c) : D "7n'","+ t coco, Lto,o,

o*o'

So letting A:28i.0 + B') be a positive constant,

(Ltc,c) >
(Ltc,c) <

Choosing sufficiently large T, t > T implies

l(A¿c, c)l <

l(Aúc, c)l >

c.oco, Lto,o,

,Co,

t
o#o'

283 c
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This allows the application of lemma 4.3.2 to give for ,l : å and t > T

a mr wl(.r) : lii: ;,,'-oo, 
Àl)c¿¿

TTÙ¿,

thus proving the strong asymptotic Morse inequality for combinatorial Morse

functions.

Theorem 5.3.1 (Combinatorial strong asymptotic Morse ínequality). Let
X be a CW compler wi,th a finite cellular domain under a free cellularl-action,
and let f be a combi,natori,al Wi,tten-Morse function on X sati'sfyi'ng the proper-

ti,es:

1. V¡ commutes with the l-acti,on,

2. f defines al representati,on znúo JR.¡ by expk, where kr: l(lo) - f (o) i,s

constant for all o.

Then the strong asgmptotic Morse i,nequalitg holds

^f) -*l?),+...+ -tr) >_uffiçt¡ -bt!,(ú) +...+a['?)1r¡ ¿ > 0.

whereAl4 çt¡ are the d,eformed, L2 Betti numbers of the compler ond, *l') are the L2

Morse numbers of f as defined in 5.2.2 and, 1.1.2, wi,th equali,ty when n: dimX

I (-r)'-Í') : t ?r¡iu\zt(l: y(xlt) ¿>0
dimX

i=0

dimX

i:0

where XlXll) i,s the Euler characteri,sti,c of X ll
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Chapter 6

Future directions

From this short excursion into the realm of L2 discrete Morse theory there are

many directions one can pursue; some of these possible paths are discussed in the
following sections.

6.1 Asymptotic inequalities

The chief qualification on the results of the chapter on the asymptotic Morse

inequalities, is that the Morse function had to be Witten-Morse. Ideally, all the
results could be obtained from examining the associated combinatorial vector
field, and the exact form of the Morse function would not be relevant.

The construction of a Witten-Morse function from a gradient vector field as

described in the proof of theorem 3.4.6 relies upon every cell having a maximal
V-path of finite length. This condition is in fact equivalent to requiring that
V :V¡ for some l-invariant /.
Theorem 6.1.1 . Let V be a gradi,ent uector fi,eld on a CW compler whi,ch has

a fi,ni,te cellular domai,n under the free cellular act'ion of a group l, such that V
commutes ui,th the group acti,on. Then allV-paths are fi,ni,te i,f and only i,f V : Vt

.for somel-i,nuari,ant combi,natori,al Morse functi,on f .

Proof. Suppose all of the V-paths are finite. The finite cellular domain, along
with the commuting of V with the f-action, ensures that there is an upper bound
on the lengths of V-paths. The construction from the proof of theorem 3.4.6 is
applicable, and will produce a flat Witten-Morse function / such that I/ :Vt.
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Specifically,

p

p-r+ú_,
p+h

where lo is the length of a maximal V-path from ø, and L, - max{lo : deg o : p}.
If / were not f-invariant, there would exist to-. o(r) and some 7 € f such

thal f(1o) I f@). This would imply tha| l.,o f l" or lhal o : ¡yv@-t)
(implying that 7o : +V ju) and 11, I1,. This contradicts the requirement that
7 commute with 7.

Suppose conversely Lhat f is a f-invariant combinatorial Morse function, and

thatV - Vl. Consider a l/-path o0,...,ap. o¿+t 1r : L.Vo¿, so f (o¿¡1 I
f (r) S Í("n); that is, / is strictly decreasing on V¡-paths. Yet if / is f-invariant,
it can take only a finite number of values (as the fundamental domain is finite.)
Any strictly decreasing sequence of / values must therefore be finite. n

While not having any construction for a Witten Morse function corresponding
to a gradient vector field V with infinite V-paths, there are some results that can

be obtained.
Consider an infinite V-path or¡ o2t. . . . There must be some 7 and k such that

ai+k : Ja¿, à,s the fundamental domain is finite.

Lemma 6.L.2. SupposeV:Vt where f sati,sfies property (*), andlet p:l -+
lR+ ór the representatton tnd,uced,by f . Let k be the smallest number greater than
zero such that o¿¡¡:1a¿ for some 7 € f . Then

1. p(t) t 1,

2. 1 does not haue fini,te order,

3. If 1f i o¿Lr¡r : ^y'ai, then | :1" Jor sorne n.

It seems plausible that this information could be used to help produce a
combinatorial Morse function satisfying (*) corresponding to any gradient vector
field that commutes with the f-action.

o(or (

ø critical
6 : !l/ y(n-r)

Vo l0
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Further analogues with the twisted L2 theory
Rather than look al L2 chains on an CW complex with a f action, one can exam-
ine .L2l-valued chains on the quotient complex. This picture is more amenable
to generalization.

Recall property (*) for a combinatorial Morse function:

A combinatorial Morse function / has property (*) if

1. / is Witten-Morse,

2. V¡ commutes with the f-action,

3. / defines a f representation into R+ bV expk1, where kt :
f 0o) - Í (") is constant for all o.

Let k be a CW complex with a free cellular f action, such Lhat K : Kll
is finite. The L2 chain complex C!') (h is equivalent to the chain complex
C.(K,L'l), with an appropriate boundary operator (see, for example [10, pp
30-311 )

If / is a Morse function satisfying property (x), the construction of the de-

formed complex Cj is equivalent to taking the deformed boundary operator on
the complex C.(K,L2l I p¿) where p¡:l -+ R+ is a representation taking 7 to
exptk.r.

Working analogously to [18], a more general setting lies with a twisted chain
complex C.(K,tr).

Let E be a Hilberr (A - f)-bimodule.

Definition 6.1.3. Let A be a fi,ni,te uon Neumann algebra wi,th a fini,te, normal
and fai,thful trace r, normal'ized so that r(l) : L Let l'(A) be the completion of
A wi,th respect to the'inner product defi,ned as (a,b):r(b.o).

,4 Hilbert " -module i,s a Htlbert space wi,th a cont'inuous A acti,on, such that
there i,s an i,sometri,c A li,near embedding of i,t i,nto l2(A) Ø H for some Hilbert
space H.

If I i,s a di,screte group, a Hilbert ("4 - f) bimodule i,s a Hilbert A module
upon whr,ch there i,s also a ri,ght I acti,on that commutes wi,th the A act'ion.

Then let á be the bundle over K with fibres -8, such ihat t: (E x R¡¡ -,
with (u,o)-(u1-','yo) forall ue 8,7€l andoe K.

If / is a combinatorial Morse function on K with property (x) and p : 'y è
expk, is the induced representation of l, one can define a new bundle t¡ as
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the tensor product € ø L where .L is the real line bundle over K induced by p:

¿: (R x K)l -, (u,o) - (up(l-t),lo). Let C.(K,t¡)be the chain complex
with coefficients in €¡ and boundary map ô¿:

õt:"tlooflçs-tlo

where fo , o r+ f (h(o)) for some lift h from K to K.
The previous examination of the twisted Morse inequalities corresponds to the

situation where E is L2l, with a left action by the group von Neumann algebra
L/(f) and f acting on the right by right multiplication.

If the parallels with the twisted L2 lheory hold true, the following more general

result should hold, in analogy with theorem 3,8 of [18].

Proposition 6.1.4. Let K be a CW compler wi,th a fini,te cellular domai,n K
under the acti,on of a discrete groupl. Let E be a Hi,lbert A-l b'i,module, and t
be a bundle ouer K with fibres E such that € : (E x K)l -, wi'ththe equi,ualence

relati,on gi,uen by (u,o) - (u1-1,'yo). Then

(dim" E)(*"-rnn-7+.'.+ *o)> b"(t) -U"-t(t) +..'+ó0(ú) ¿>0

where ris a fi,ni,te, normal and, fai,thful trace on A and, b¿(t) : dim, Hl2) (K, €r,).

6.2 Non-gradient vector fields and Lyapunov func-
tions

Given a combinatorial vector field on a CW complex, one can calculate the cor-
responding Morse inequality if the vector field is a gradient vector field. When
the vector field is not gradient - that is it admits closed paths - the techniques so

far discussed are inadequate.
In [10] Forman generalized his discrete Morse theory to cover the case of non-

gradient vector fields over a finite CW complex, deriving a strong Morse inequality
as well as examining their associated zeta functions and Reidemeister torsion.

Let V be a combinatorial vector field on a CW complex with cells K, which
is not necessarily a gradient vector field. Instead of concentrating on just the rest

points of V,it is worthwhile to examine the chain recurrent set of the vector field.

Definition 6.2.L. The chain recurrent set R of a combi,natori,al uector fi,eld V
i,s the set of cells o such that
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1. o i,s a rest poi,nt of V , or

2. there'is a closedV-path a0,... ,o, s'ttch that o: oi or o: lVo¿.

The set R can be partitioned into subsets ;\¿ by these closed paths.

Lemma 6.2.2. Defi,ne a relation N onR ba o N r if there eri,sts a closed path

À: oo,. . . ,ar such that o,T € À u yÀ.
Thi,s relati,on'is an equi,ualence relat'ion, and each equi,ualence class l\¿ consi,sts

of ei,ther a si,ngle rest poi,nt or the elements and i,mages under V of a collect'ion

of closed paths all of the same order.

The sets Á.¿ are called basi,c sets and a basic set will be written us Aj') to
denote that it contains a rest point of order p, or is comprised of cells and images

of cells from closed paths of order p.

Theorem 2.4 of [10] shows that there is a Morse-like function (a Lyapunou
function) / for any combinatorial vector field V such that / is constant on each

,4.¿ and lhat V is the gradient of / on K \ 7t:

Theorem 6.2.3. Let V be a comb'inatori,al uector fi"eld on a fini,te CW compler
wi,th cells K. Denote the chain recurrent set of V bA R, and the closed-path

equi,ualence relatton onk bA -. Then there i,s a functi,on f : K -+R such that

for euery pai,r of ,r¡¡t o@) < ¡(n+t¡ '

1. l@): f î) i,f r: +V(o) or o N r, and

2. f@) < f('r) otlterwi,se.

For the case when V is a gradient vector field, this theorem is equivalent to
theorem 3.4.6.

Forman uses this theorem to prove a Strong Morse inequality that holds for
every combinatorial vector field on a finite CW complex:

Theorem 6.2.4. Let V be a combi,natorial uector field on a fini,te CW compler
X wi,th cells K. Denote the chai,n recurrent set of V ba R, and the closed-path
equi,ualence relati,on on R by -.

Wri,ti,ng /\¿ for the subcornpterU{u 1 o,o 6 &} and,lt¿ c L¿ forU{, < o,u +
o,o e lt¿|, let the Morse numbers mn oÍV defined as

rrl¡ : ! ai- Hk(^i,, Li).
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Then for euerA k > 0,

rrL¡ - rnn; * . . . Imo ) bn - bn-t J_''' t bo

wi,th equali,ty when k : dimX.

It seems reasonable that extensions of both these theorems would hold in the
case where X is an infinite CW complex with a finite fundamental domain under

a group action I and I/ is a combinatorial field on X that admits no infinite
7-paths.

Forman's Lyapunov function construction in fact may be directly applicable

to attempts to construct Morse functions for arbitrary gradient vector fields on

such a CW complex X, as sought after in the previous section.

6.3 The extended category of Farber

Farber in [8] and [9] constructs an abelian category called lhe ertended category

of Hi,tberti,an modules, which is constructed from the morphisms of the category

of Hilbertian modules through a technique first suggested by Freyd in [1a]. (Lück

constructs an equivalent category using a different technique in [16].) This ex-

tended category naturally breaks down into projective and torsion components;

the projective part has the von Neumann dimension as an invariant, while a

Novikov-Shubin invariant (see for example [20]) is associated with the torsion
part. Further, a new independent integer invariant - the 'minimal number of
generators' - can be associated with an object in this extended category.

Apart from its utility in allowing a homological treatment of the Novikov-

Shubin invariants, the minimal number of generators invariant gives a ne\ry Morse-

like inequality for smooth Morse functions on a closed manifold.

Definition 6.3.1. ,4 Hilbertian ,4,-module ¿s a spl"ce wi,th continuous left A ac-

t,ion such that there eri,sts an tnner product (,) compati,ble wi,th the topology of
the space, and gi,ues the space the structure of a H'ilbert A-module. Such i'nner

products are called admissible.

It is useful to deal with Hilbertian modules in preference to Hilbert modules

when the topology of a Hilbert module is important, but the choice of a particular
inner product is unnecessary.

Using Farber's notation, denote the category of Hilbertian " -modules by

?1(A). Recalling the definition of a Hilbert "4.-module, the choice of a partic-
ular finite, normal and faithful trace on A is essential. Such a choice of trace,
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while not explicitly mentioned in the notation, is associated with the category.
The morphisms of 17(A) are continuous linear maps that commute with Ihe A
action. Note that the categorical image of a morphism ín 11(A) corresponds to
the closure of the set image.

The extended category t(A) is constructed from the morphisms of 17(A):

Definition 6.3.2. Denote the ertended category of Hilbertian A-modules by t(A).
The objects of t(A) (termed virtual Hilbertian modules) are morphi,sms (a :

A' -+ A) i,n 11(A)
The morphi,sms of t(A) are equi,ualence classes of morphi,sms i,n17(A), defi,ned

as follows. Let (a: A' -+ A) and ({3, B' -+ B) be objects of t(A), and consi,der

thesetM oÍmorphi,sms f ,A-+ B i,n11(A) suchthatfor each f i,nM therei,s
some?7(A) morphi,smg: A'-+ Bt wi,th f o(t:goP. Thentheset of morphi,sms

from (a : A' -+ A) to (þ t B' -+ B) i,s M I -, the equi,ualence relati,on giuen by

f - f i,f there eri,sts some7l(A)-morphi,smh wi,th f - f': poh.

There is a full embedding of 17(A) ínl,o €(A), taking an object Aof 77(A) to
the zero morphism (0 -+ A) in t(A), and taking 11(A) morphisms f : A -+ B
to [/] : (0 -+ A) --+ (0 -+ B) in €(A), Farber goes on to prove that an object of
t(A) is projective if and only if it is isomorphic to a Hilbertian module (under
this embedding).

The torsion objects of t(A) are the objects (a: A' -+ A) with ,4 : a(A').
These generate a full subcategory T(A) of e(A). There exist two contravariant
functors T and'J7 from €(A) to f Ø) and 11(A) respectively.

Chain complexes of Hilbertian ,4,-modules can then be regarded as complexes
in t(A). The homology 77¿ of such chains in t(A) is well defined as t("4) is an
abelian category. One can look at the torsion part of the homoloe1 T(11¡(C))
and at the projective part P(11n(C)), which is identical to the familiar reduced

homology uÍ') Q)
The minimal number of generators for an object in t(A) is a non-negative

integer defined as follows.

Definition 6.3.3. (Defini,ti,on 7.2 of [S].) Let X be an object of e($. Then the
mzni,mal number of generators of X ts denoted ¡t(X) and i,s the least i,nteger for
whtch there i,s an epr,morphism from øl!)t'çl) onto X.

This can be used to construct the Morse-like inequality ([8, theorem 8.2]):

Theorem 6.3.4. Let f : X -+ lR be o (smooth) Morse funct'ion on a closed

mani,fold X wi,th fundamental group r, and denote the Morse numbers ol f ba
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rrL¿. Let M be the HiLberti,an bi,module l(zr) 8c p, where p i r -+ V i,s a fini,te
d,imensional representati,on of r. Then

(dimç V)^n > pl7l¿(X, M) eT(|L¡-r(X, M))l

where the '17¿(X, M) are objects of € (A) , bei,ng the homology of the chai,n compler
M ØN C'(X)

This theorem is a direct consequence of the previous theorem in Farber's paper
([8, theorem 8.1]), which is likely to be just as applicable to discrete Morse theory,
allowing for a similar inequality.

Theorem 6.3.5. .Let C. be a chai,n compler of free finitely generated Hi,lbertian
A-modules in e(A). Then

dim, C¿ > p,117¿(C) e TQf,t-r (C))l

for all i

Mathai and Shubin in [18] use the extended cohomology to construct an
asymptotic Morse inequality for Morse 1-forms using the minimal number of
generators invariant. It is likely that this too has a direct analogue in the discrete
domain.
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